Portfolio Development Intern – Future Mobility (CASE)

The automotive industry will change radically considering the strategic future fields of connectivity, autonomous driving, flexible use (shared) and electric drive systems (CASE). With CASE/EVA we go along the change in technology, products and services, supported by cross-functional teams within the company and shape our transition from an OEM to a mobility service provider. The aim is to create solutions for the mobility of the future and thus extraordinary customer experience.

The department “CASE Portfolio Controlling & Development (FMX/D)" is responsible for the financial and strategic steering of CASE portfolio companies and internal ventures. As financial counterpart in cross-functional project teams we support our colleagues from various departments (e.g. business innovation and the incubator) by challenging and developing business models, assessing investment opportunities and setting KPIs and funding targets. Building up a strong network, both with internal (Daimler) and external (VCs, start-ups) stakeholders is essential for this purpose. To strengthen our team, FMX/D is now hiring a „Portfolio Development Intern – Future Mobility (CASE)“.

What you can expect

The FMX/D team operates in a flexible project setup around the three main pillars “portfolio strategy”, “investment” and “finance operations”. Based on your preferences you will be staffed on projects along all pillars and thus have the opportunity to develop a broad set of skills across different functional areas.

Possible tasks can be:

• **Portfolio strategy:** Business model assessment, strategy development and implementation

• **Investment:** Challenging of financial business cases, valuations and performance measurement

• **Financial operations:** Contribution to the M&A process and operational support

Among all these we offer you the possibility to...

• shape Daimler’s response to trends that disrupt the automotive industry

• work with hands-on mentality, to analyze complex topics in detail and to derive needs for action

• be part of dynamic, fast-moving and entrepreneurial environment

What we expect

As the daily work in our team covers a wide range of tasks we are looking for team players with diverse skills and strengths.

**Education:**

Major in business/economics, computer science, engineering, or other quantitative fields – however we are open to all subjects if you show true enthusiasm for shaping the future of the automotive industry

**Examples of experience and specific knowledge:**

• Experience in strategically/ financially oriented departments, start-ups or evaluation of business models

• Knowledge related to fields of future mobility or in financial investments and M&A transactions

**Personal skills:**

High operational readiness, sovereignty and flexibility, strong communication ability, cross-linked mindset and course of action, independent working style in an agile environment and interdisciplinary teams, pioneering and team spirit (department is currently being built up)

For detailed tasks description or application click [here](https://www.daimler.com/career/) or search for job number “185387” at Daimler Career Website. Contact person: fmx_recruiting@daimler.com